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Howell rotations have been used in bridge tournaments for a long time. But 
it was not until 1955 that Parker and Mood first gave a rigorous definition 
of a balanced Howell rotation and began a systematic study of its mathematical 
properties. Later, Berlekamp and Hwang extended this work to the study of 
complete balanced Howell rotations (which are special cases of balanced Howell 
rotations). Surprisingly, even though the concept of balanced Howell rotations 
precedes that of complete balanced Howell rotations, systematic construction 
methods have been studied only for the latter. Most of these construction 
methods use the properties of a Galois field GF(p?) where pr is a prime power. 
In this paper, we use the properties of a Galois domain GD(prqS) to construct 
balanced Howell rotations for n partnerships where n - 1 is the product of two 
prime powers satisfying certain conditions. In particular, we construct a balanced 
Howell rotation for 36 partnerships, this being the smallest number for which 
the existence of a balanced Howell rotation was not previously known. We 
also give two composition methods for the constructions of balanced Howell 
rotations. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Parker and Mood [4] define a balanced Howell rotation (BHR) by the 
following three conditions: 
(i) Every partnership opposes every other partnership on one board. 
(ii) Every partnership plays every board once, and only one board 
at a time. 
(iii) Every partnership competes equally often with every other 
partnership. 
Implicit in their constructions for BHR’s is the following condition. 
(iv) Every pa.rtnership has unique opponents on each board that 
they play, and each board is played by at most two partnerships at any 
rOWld. 
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wang [l] define a complete BHR (~~~R) by adding 
condition (v). 
(v) Every pa~~ership plays one board at every round. 
In actual bridge tour~ame~ts, although condition (v) is often re~~~red, 
the second. half of condition (iv) is not, since there is no great diffic~lt~ 
in duplicating a board and having it played at many tables simultaneously. 
However, we show that a weals GBHR (deleting the second half of 
condition (iv)) exists if and only if a BHR (conditions (i), (ii), (iii), (iv)) 
exists for the same number of partnerships. This is because given a weak 
CBHR, we can always make a round assignment to satisfy the second half 
of condition (iv) if the number of rounds can be made sufficiently large. 
Conversely, given a BHR, we can always forget its round assignment and 
just let every partnership play board i at round i. From now on, we will 
treat the two as the same thing and only talk about BHR’s. Define 
condition (iv)’ to be condition (iv) without the second half. Our con- 
structions are actually for weak CBHR’s as we will verify conditions (i), 
(ii), (iii), (iv)‘, (v) in every case. 
Not only are BHR’s of interest in their own right, but in fa.ct it was 
shown in [3] that a BHR for m partnerships can be used to construct a 
CBHR for mn partnerships under certain conditions. 
For necessary conditions, Parker and Mood [4] proved that the 
existence of a BHR for n partnerships implies n = 0 (mod 4). Berlekamp 
and Hwang [l] proved that the existence of a HR for 72 partnerhsips 
implies the existence of a Hadamard of order 71. For sufficient 
conditions, clearly, the existence of a implies the existence of a 
. Therefore, a for fz partnerships exists [I ) 3, 51 for 
(i) II = T(pl‘ + 1) .where pT em 3 (mod 4) > 3 is an odd prime 
power and t is a natural number. 
(ii) n -- r)(,f + I) where p’ = L (mod and there exists a 
generating e~~~~~e~lt of F’(pr) with some desirable 
‘The smallest 77 for which a for 7z ~~~~~~~~~i~~ exists, but. 8 C 
est 12 for whicll the existence uf both 
was pl,evioLlsly unsettled is YI = 36. In this paper we 
Note that all previous collstr~ctio~s for KS USed the properties tif 
a Galois &Ad GF(p’) where pT is a prime p In this paper, we will use 
the properties of a Galois domain ~~(~~~~) to construct B 
partnerships where n - 1 is the product of two prime powers 
certain conditions. In particulars this method produces a 
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36 partnerships, although the existence of a CBHR for y1 = 36 is still an 
open question. We also give two composition methods to construct BHR’s. 
II. A CONSTRUCTION METHOD 
Let T = (GO, 0, i ,..., n - 21 denote the set of partnerships, S = 
(0, 19-7 n - 2) denote the set of boards. Suppose T, C T is a subset of 
n/2 - 1 elements, co $ TI , which forms a difference set. Then T, = 
T - Tl - { co> is also a difference set of n/2 elements. We can let T, U ( co> 
be the set of partnerships playing the NS (north south) direction and T, 
the set playing the EW (east west) on the first board. Suppose we can also 
find a scheme to pair each element in TI u (~1 with one distinct element 
of T, such that taking the symmetric differences between the two elements 
in each pair except the one containing co, the 2(n - 1) differences are 
u,..., y1 - 2}. Then a cyclic development of the first board will yield a 
BHR: Condition (iii) is assured by the property of difference sets. Con- 
dition (i) is assured by the 2(n - 1) distinct differences. Conditions (ii), 
(iv)‘, and (v) are implied by our construction. 
Let p and q be distinct odd primes, Y and s natural numbers and let x 
and y generate F, = GF(pr) and Fg = GF(@), respectively. Let C be the 
Galois domain (see [6]) G = F9 OF;, (direct sum), and z = (x, JJ), 
O==(O,O), -1=(-1,--I), U=(FD,O), V=(O,F,). Define d= 
(p’ - I)(@ - 1)/2. The two cyclotomic classes in G are 
Co = (zi: 0 < i < d - 11, 
C, = {zix: 0 < i < d - 11, 
Let pT = P and qs = Q. Suppose Q = P + 2. Then it is well-known [6] 
that C,, + U forms a difference set. Therefore, C, + V - (0) is also a 
difference set. Our remaining problem is to find a pairing scheme between 
elements of the two difference sets. 
Since -1 ECU, zi E C, implies --zi E C, and vice versa. If we pair zi 
with -zi for every zi E C,, , then the 2d symmetric differences { 12~~: y”i E C,,> 
run through C, + C, . However, if we do that, then we cannot possibly 
generate differences which are elements in U and V. Our actual scheme is 
to leave a number of zi E C, , (p - I)/2 of them, not paired with -zi . 
In fact, any (p - 1)/2 consecutive powers of z will do. But to be definite, 
we choose the set (zi: 0 < i < (P - 3)/2). Let a, b be such that P = 2 
(mod P), P - 2 > n > 0, yb = 2 (mod Q), P 3 b B 0. Our pairing 
scheme is the following. 
The symmetric differences are: 
(a) &2(xi, y”) = &(.Pki, p+q, (P -- 1)/2 < i < d -- 1, 
= $(~~,y~+~--~), (P- 1)/2m~afi<d+a-l, 
@) ztw, Q), 
w zM4 Y"), 
(d) &(xi, Y~‘-~-~)> 
(e) &(xi, yi-’ b-a), 
(f) (0, IJP1)12). 
0 < i < (P - 3)/2, 
0 < i < (P -- q/2, 
(P - 1)/2 .G i < a + (P .- 3)/2, 
u s.11 i < (P - 3)/2, 
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(d) -l-(x”, yi+++l), 
(e) &(xi, ~~+~-~-l), 
(f) (0, +y(P-l)/z). 
(P - I)/2 < i < a - 1, 
a - (P - I)/2 < i < (P - 3)/2, 
It is a simple matter to check that in both cases, every element in 
C, + U + { oo> is paired against a distinct element in C, + V, and the 
symmetric differences yield G - (0). Therefore, we have proved: 
THEOREM 1. A BHR for n partnerships exists if: 
(i) n - 1 = PQ where P and Q are powers of distinct odd primes 
and Q = P + 2. 
(ii) There exist generating elements x of GF(P) and y qf GF(Q) with 
xa=2 (modP), P--2>a>O, yb=2 (mode) Q-2>baO, 
such that one of the following three cases holds: b = a + 1, (P - 1)/2 > 
b=a>O,andP-2>bb2=a>(P+1)/2. 
EXAMPLE. For n = 36, n - I = 5 * 7 satisfies condition (i) of 
Theorem 1. Two is a generating element of GF(5) and 2l = 2 (mod 5). 
Three is a generating element of GF(7) and 32 = 2 (mod 7). Since 
b = 2 = a + 1, condition (ii) is also satisfied. 
IIL Two COMPOSITION THEOREMS 
THEOREM 2. The existence of a BHR for n partnerships implies the 
existence of a BHR for 2n partnerships. 
Proof. Let w% be a BHR for p1 partnerships with the set of patrnerships 
T = {co, 0, l,..., n - 2) and the set of boards S = (0, I,..., IZ - 2). 
Define the set of partnerships playing the same direction on a given board 
to be a block. Thus JV, has 2(n - 1) blocks. Let B, denote the set of 
blocks which contain co, and B, the complementary set. Since inter- 
changing the directions of the two blocks on a given board does not affect 
the CBHR properties, we assume all blocks in B, are in the same direction. 
Let W,’ be a copy of W, except that its set of partnerships is 
T’ = (co’, 0’, l’,..., (n - 2)‘}, and B,f plays the opposite direction as B, . 
We construct a BHR for 2n partnerships, W,, , by the following: 
(i) The first y1 - 1 boards are played by the two subrotations W, 
and W,‘. 
(ii) In the next n - 1 boards, we interchange B, with B,, in W, 
and W,‘. Furthermore, we change the direction of B,, in W, so that it 
now plays the same direction as B, . 
(iii) For the last board, we have the two blocks T and T’ with 
partnership i opposing partnership i’, i : ccI, 0, I,..., PE - 2. 
We note that ~art~~rsh~~ i competes with partnership ,j’ on board k if 
and only if: Case (i), YE -- 2 2 1~ > 0: i’ and j’ do not appear in the same 
block; Case (ii), 2(1t -- 1) > k > n -. I: i’ and ,j' do appear in the same 
block. Then it is a simple matter to verify that VVzn is indeed a BH 
THEUIWM 3. Strppose it = 2(p’ + 1) where p” = P G 5 (mod 8) is n 
odciprinze power. Then n Rfor n par&erships exists. 
Proofe Since it is well known that a CBH exists for IZ =: 12, we may 
restrict ourselves to the case P g 13. 
Let x be a generating element of F(P). Let x be the quadratic character 
of P, i.e., 
1, for y a quadratic residue, 
X(Y) = --I, 
1 
for y a nonresidue, 
Q, for y = 0. 
Let R, be a rotation which is obtained by a cyclic development of the 
initial NS block (co, 9, 2 ,..., xp-“) and the initial EW block 
(0, 2, x3,~.-, x~-~), and the pairings are 
where k satisfies 
Then the differ~~~~s are 
I~. 
bl”61: y4i I I =I- ,x-4i-!*“!P- l,/% _~ yli i3 for some jR -+kxEit3(3C -- 1) 
contains either each quadratic ~es~d~~e or each ~o~resid~e once and 
~+-)c~~+~(x~~‘-‘~ -- ~.1) is tbe ~oin~~eme~ta~y set (zero excluded) due to the 
condition on k. Therefore, every ~art~ersb~~ in F(P) opposes every other 
~art~e~sh~~ once in R, : We now prove that there always exists a k with 
the desire erty= 
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Write P = 4f + 1, thenf is odd. The cyclotomic numbers (see [6, p. 4X], 
for example) are determined by the array A4 = {m&: 
x0 12 3 
OABCD 
____ 
1 EEDB 
___- 
2AEAE 
_-_- 
3EDBE 
together with the relations 
16A = P - 7 f 2U, 
16B=P+1+2U-sv, 
16C = P + 1 - 6V, 
16D=P+1+2U+8V, 
16E = P - 3 - 2u, 
where P = U2 + 4V2, with U = 1 (mod 4) is the proper representation 
of P. 
We need to show that 
mo3, i- mzxl = B 4 E > 0, 
%l + nz3,1 = E-k D >O. 
From P = U2 + 4V2, clearly P1i2 > U 2 -P1Jz and 1/2P11z > V > 
- 1 12P112. Hence 
16(B+E)=2P-2-8V~2P-2-4P1~2>0, 
16(E+D)=2P-2+8V>2P-2-4P1f2>0, 
for P 3 13. 
We construct ly, from R, by exactly the same method as we con- 
structed W,, from W, in Theorem 2 except that for the second set of 
n - 1 boards, we switch the directions of cc and 00’ with their opponents 
on every board. Therefore, for the first P - 1 boards, the two initial 
blocks are 
and 
(co, x0, x2 )...) xp-3, O’, (xl)‘, (x3)‘,. .., (xP-2)‘), 
(al’, (x0)‘, (X2)‘)...) (x+3)‘, 0, xl, x3 )...) xp-2). 
BALANCED U@WE! I. ROTATIONS 
For the next P - I boards, the IWO initial blocks are 
and 
(0, x”, 2 )..., x-3, O’, (2y, (X2)‘,.“., (x-y)” 
From a theorem of ose [2], every element in F(P) competes with every 
other element in P’(P)(P - 3)/2 times, and the same is true among elements 
or F(P)‘. It is then a simple matter to verify that W, is indeed a BHR. 
The author wishes to thank F. R. K. Chung for some helpful discussions concerning 
Galois domains. 
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